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Introduction
We present here a set of examples, classes and tools which can be used for statistical analysis in Graphics Processing Units (GPU). This includes binned and unbinned maximum likelihood fits, pseudo-experiment generation, convolutions, Markov Chain Monte Carlo method implementations, and limit setting techniques. Our idea is that these examples can be used either as starting points by anyone interested in the subject, or as a framework to develop given analyses.
Hence, we include cases with different levels of complexity, starting by showing how to use and combine existing packages, down to more realistic examples that required of us the development of generic classes. Our code is based on pyCUDA [1] , which is then combined with scientific packages for analysis such as iMinuit [2, 3] or pyMultinest [4] . In Sect. 2, we list the packages that we use, as well as other approaches we tried or that could be of interest for the reader.
Sections 3-7 describe the provided examples. Section 8 is meant to collect some frequently asked questions.
Software
The Ipanema package is available on git: git clone https://gitlab.cern.ch/bsm-fleet/Ipanema.git .
It contains the following folders:
urania cuda polibio examples and a simple setup.csh script. The software we use depends on the following:
• Cuda. Tested with 7.5 and 8.0.
• Python2 (we used 2.7.11).
• Standard Python packages for scientific usage, such as scipy, numpy, matplotlib. We got them all through an installation of Anaconda [5] . We tested both against Anaconda2 and Anaconda4.
• pyCuda [1] (not in Anaconda). In addition, we made a modified version of curand.py, (toyrand.py) where the generation of an array of poisson numbers uses a separate poisson mean per generated value. We include toyrand.py in the repository.
• reikna [6] (not in Anaconda).
• Default (for likelihood fits): iminuit [2] (not in Anaconda). In order to use analytical gradients, one needs to get the version from the git master branch. If not, then the standard 1.2 is fine.
• Optional, multidimensional parameter sampling: Multinest [7] , pymultinest [4] (not in Anaconda).
• Optional, symbolic programing: sympy (included in Anaconda 1 ), Mathematica (optional, can be called by urania modules to substitute some of the utilities of sympy).
There are several interesting packages on the market that we don't use here, but that the reader may be interested in:
• GooFit. This is the software that was shown to us in Rio. It mimics the structure of RooFit, but for Cuda. We don't use it because we preferred to work mostly from Python, and because at the time we knew about GooFit, there were still functionalitites missing that we needed. It can be used with a related software, Hydra.
• numba.accelerate: It contains an alternative to pyCUDA, which can upload Python fucntions to a GPU using decorators. It was the base of our first attempts to make fitting programs via Python+CUDA. But after some time we moved to pyCUDA instead. We gave it a short try to combine both, but they didn't seem compatible.
• Faddeeva's function from GitHub. It is not used in the current released examples, but we are using it for more realistic versions of the B 0 s → J/ψ KK fit, for instance.
To test the examples we provide, we use three graphics card models:
GeForce 980 GTX Ti, GeForce 1080 GTX and Tesla M2090. Their specifications are listed in Appendix D. In this example, a signal peak is fitted on top of an exponential background, using an unbinned maximum likelihood fit. The signal probability density function (PDF) is implemented in a file called psIpatia.cu as a device function, device double log apIpatia. A device function is only accessible by the GPU. The signal PDF is then processed inside sbfit.py by pyCUDA's SourceModule. Since SourceModule uses strings, we read psIpatia.cu as: mod = SourceModule(file("psIpatia.cu","r").read()).
An alternative way is to define a string which contains the CUDA code, as done in the standard pyCUDA examples.
The signal PDF is later called by a global function, global void Ipatia, over an array of data. Global functions are visible both for the GPU and for the host (e.g. a CPU). They must be of type void, meaning that any output has to be passed as an argument. In this case, the output (int gpu) is an array with the signal PDF value of each data point. The function is then called in Note that each parameter has to be passed to the GPU using the variable type specified in the CUDA code. In this case, all parameters are of type double, The example prints in the end the GPU time in seconds. We measured the following timings in different devices (Table 1) : This example bases on the fit used by the LHCb collaboration to determine the CP-violating phase φ s in the B 0 s → J/ψKK decay channel [8] . In the model we consider contributions from φ → KK (P wave), which has three polarization states, and from f 0 → KK (S wave). We fit the time dependent angular distributions of B A method plotcat(Cat) creates a plot (via matplotlib) of the result in a given bin including the pulls, as shown in Fig. 2 . The fit result for the case when only the P wave contributes to the final state is shown in Fig. 3 . The computation times as tested on different devices are summarized in Tab. 2.
ParamBox also includes a method that can launch a scan of the parameter space using MultiNest , manager.createMultinest("mnest party"). This is done via pymultinest. The string passed to createMultinest is the folder in which MultiNest will store its outputs. Although pymultinest has a default value for it ("./chains"), here we force the user to set it manually, to avoid reading from an unrelated chain made on the same folder. Keyword arguments will be sent to pymultinest. In addition, a keyword argument reset = True/False can be used to restart the sampling if a scan on the same folder was done before. Then, the ParamBox class provides methods to read the MultiNest output, for example manager.mnest vals() prints out the most probable value. The default priors in ParamBox are flat, thus the printed values should be close to those found by Minuit, unless one of the two algorithms has converged to a local minimum or the parameter space was undersampled. Note that convergence in MultiNest will be way slower than for
Minuit (although MultiNest can offer other advantages). In this example, a binned fit is performed to the Υ resonances, on a decay into two muons of opposite sign. The fit is performed simultaneously in bins of pseudorapidity, η, and transverse momentum, p T . The number of bins for these two variables is left to the user, and specified in two lists:
ptbins = range(2) etabins = range(2).
Binning scheme for the data is set using binning = gpuarray.to_gpu(np.float64(np.linspace(5.5e3, 15e3, 512*32))) where 5.5e3 and 15e3 are the bounds on the di-muon mass (in MeV/c 2 ) and 512*32 defines a number of bins in terms of the grid used later. Data is taken from a toy-MC sample, generated from a PDF as the one used in the fit. The parameters to create the sample are specified in a dictionary corresponding in this case to the intial values of those to do the fit: The mass model consists on a smeared Ipatia distribution, which inculdes a gaussian convolution for the multiple scattering [10] . The MS contribution is read from rampup_params.cpickle. As an output the mass plots for each p T and η bin are shown and saved in pdf format (see Fig. 4 ).
Example 4: CL s
File: cls beta 01.py
Limits setting and combinations of experimental results using the CL s method (or modified frequentist approach [11, 12] ) can greatly benefit from the use of GPUs, by parallelizing the computation of the toy experiments, that represent the most time-consuming part of the computation of the confidence levels. In where masslow is the array of low-edges, DM its step size, massbins is defined from masslow such that the last value of the array is also incorporated, and mass center is the corresponding array with the bin centers. After this, the Ipatia function is loaded into the GPU, and the values of its parameters are specified: mod = SourceModule(file(os.environ["IPAPATH"] + "/cuda/psIpatia.cu","r").read()) ipa = mod.get function("Ipatia").
In order to convert unbinned data to histograms, bins for the GPU have to be defined from mass center:
bins gpu = gpuarray.to gpu(mass center) bins cx = bins gpu.astype(np.complex128)
Note that there are two sets of bins: the ones of type np.float64 are used for both the Ipatia and exponential PDF that will be used later for the background, while the bins of type np.complex128 will be necessary when convolving the Ipatia with a Gaussian function. sigpdf gpu = sigf gpu/np.sum((sigf gpu).get()) bkgpdf gpu = bkgf gpu/np.sum((bkgf gpu).get()).
From these PDFs, the data that will be used for the CL s computation is generated, setting the number of expected events for both signal (ns) and background (nb).
def HistoPdf(ns =5000, nb = Nb): return np.float64(ns) * sigpdf gpu + np.float64(nb)*bkgpdf gpu fake data = gpuarray.to gpu(np.uint32(tmp0)) generateBinned(fake data, HistoPdf(ns = 70)). µµ. Generating unbinned datasets require somewhat more gymnastics, but SourceModule (or cuRead) with the keyword argument no extern c = True.
Then we should place extern "C" manually inside our CUDA file, after the inclusion of the generators and before the function definitions.
Once this is done, one can proceed and use curand init, curand uniform etc to generate random numbers, and create toyMC. The generation can be done for instance by using the accept-reject method.
An example of this is shown in file:
examples/toyMC/fitphis.py
The above is a modified version of the example presented in Sect. 4, where we generate a random dataset for one of the categories of the fit, and plot it on top of the PDF. The example can easily be expanded to generate datasets for all categories, as well as to include Poissonian random fluctuations on the generated number of events. For this we suggest generating Nevts in the Python class with scipy.random.poisson or scipy.random.normal, and modifying the grid and block sizes accordingly. The timing of the example measured in different setups is shown in Table 5 . create CUDA files with the function, the integrals and the derivatives.
FAQ
• Can I add prints/std::outs to my cuda stuff ?: Yes, #include < stdio.h > and you could use printf at least on the global functions.
You can also pass a gpuarray to your program and store on it intermediate numbers that you want to check, it will be visible from Python.
• Appendix D. Hardware
Here, we give some hardware specifications for the graphics cards used to test the examples in this documentation. 
